
BEST PRACTICE I 

Title of the Practice:  

Upliftment of Socially and Economically backward Children during Pandemic through 

telephonic Education 

Objectives of the practice:  

1. To provide quality and moral education to the under privileged children. 

2. To develop Language knowledge of the rural students 

3. To facilitate vocational training to the backward children to reduce the skill gap in getting 

Employment.  

The context: 

Save the children is working to ensure that every children receiving a good quality education and 

learning the skills they will need to thrive in the 21
st
century. we are breaking down the barriers to 

Education by helping marginalized children- including those who are living in conflict and 

disaster zones. Our work is leading the way in improving literacy and numeracy skills, helping 

teachers to teach and children to learn. Through our work , we are supporting out of school 

young people access  training in a skill or occupation, so that they can get a job which provides 

them with enough money to survive.   

The Practice:  

We made telephonic conversation as telephonic education in the Pandemic situation. Volunteers 

of our institution taught and interacted with the slum area students of Chennai. Each volunteer 

was allotted two children and classes were taken at evening time.  The main objective of this 

practice was to help students to build intrinsic motivation for learning English well and to face 

the society with language skill.   

Evidence of Success: 

Students got motivated by the interactions and learned new things. They spoke in English and 

narrated stories. They had given Self Introduction, narrated life oriented incidents. This practice 

become bridge between Students and volunteers which made students to get interacted with the 

society.  

Problems Encountered and Resource Required:  

We analyzed that students were afraid of speaking in English and lack of interest in learning new 

things during pandemic. We gave effective way to overcome fear of speaking English and made 

students to get interacted in learning new things. Students got ideas to learn new things over this 

telephonic Education.  



BEST PRACTICE II 

Title of the Practice: Cyber Prodigies Forum (CPF) 

Objective of the Practice 

  To stretch the ideas as well as the skills of students and to expertise them in various IT 

fields that are to excel their career trends. 

The context that required the initiation of the practice 

 The main need of this practice focuses towards the students, to strengthen their 

professional upliftment in various sectors. This practice is to enrich their knowledge and to 

enhance their active participations in inter-collegiate meets and also in other co-curricular 

activities. This also facilitates in improving their competitive skills and in exploring their 

winning ability. 

The Practice 

 Membership Selection for this practice will be based on interest and also based on 

students’ past winning and participation history. They will be trained with the latest technology 

in Computer Science to excel with their career. Students who lack in participations will be 

motivated and trained. The training will be given in three important sectors (i) Efficient 

Programming and Debugging, (ii) Multimedia Presentations and Web designing and (iii) Paper 

presentations and Marketing. Tips for Success will be taught by our faculty members who are the 

trainers of this forum 

Evidence of success  

Students’ participations and the winning ability have increased in the sectors that were 

aforementioned. This is evident with the students’ victories in inter-collegiate meets that has 

been organized in various colleges located in and around our region 

Problems Encountered and Resources Required: 

Offering the information on the right sector to the appropriate group of students  

Resources 

 LCD Laptops and Projectors, Audio Speakers 


